On 2 December 1977 the Pan American Health Organization, the oldest of the intergovernmental health agencies, celebrated its 75th Anniversary. Limited at the outset in scope and activities, and corres#ondingly restricted in growth during the first part of this century, the Organization has had an impressive expansion in importance and influence over the past three decades.
Historical Notes
In 1851 the first of a number of efforts was made, at a meeting in Paris, to organize multi-country cooperation in public health on some sort of formal basis. The story of this meeting and the series of international sanitary conferences which followed has been put together recently in a fascinating monograph by Norman Howard-Jones.3 Unfortunately, although the recorded beginnings of foreign quarantine go back to the 14th century, the achievements of the conferences were disappointingly meager and United States participation was limited.
'Condensed version of the article published in the AmericanJournal of Public Health, Vol. 67, No. 12, 1977 (pp. 1198 -1204 . These excerpted portions are reprinted by permission.
A Spanish translation of the complete article will also appear in the Boleltn de la Oficina Sanitaria Panamericana 83(6), 1977 . The complete article has a section on program which was omitted here for lack of space. 2John G. 
ficult.
Changes in health indices may be attributed to many sources. Economic progress may occur because of or rn spite of political change, and this will be reflected, perhaps only temporarily, in health statistics. And the effect of one international agency is a minuscule part of the whole, even if it is influential well beyond its size. Assessing individual programs is, in fact, little easier. International agencies work in an advisory capacity, and the success of advice is never easy to judge. There are programs which have been spectacularly successful, leaving a country, after a relatively few years of advisory services, with a legacy that has every chance of being permanent. There are others which have been, bluntly, failures.
But the total would appear to be clearly on the positive side.
So I end up with a personal view, not quantifiable in any sense. To me the great hope of the world is understanding among peoples. Mutual interest in striving for improved health is certainly one of the most ready common denominators.
The success, progress, and vigor of PAHO are, I believe, positive signs and its 75th Anniversary is, therefore, an occasion for general rejoicing. 
